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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research was to explore the parameters of the aromatics lattice fringes by using high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) patterns, combined with ArcGIS and MATLAB methods, to quantitatively evaluate
and analyze the coal samples oxidized by different concentrations of H2O2, and to explore the changes in the morphology and spatial
distribution of the aromatic system under oxidation. As the degree of oxidation increased, the orientation of the aromatic lattice
fringes became more disordered, and the distortion degree increased. The distribution range of Y and T type dislocation structures,
which were widely distributed in short (<0.59 nm) lattice fringes, increased, while that of spiral type dislocation structures, which
were distributed in medium (0.59−0.99 nm) and long (1.00−2.49 nm) lattice fringes, decreased. In addition, the collapse and
condensation of aromatic slices caused by continuous oxidation further weakened the π−π stacking effect between aromatic rings,
resulting in a decrease in the interlayer distance and stacking height. The advantages of HRTEM analysis were confirmed by XRD,
SEM and FTIR analysis. This provides a new perspective on the oxidation phenomenon and enriches the examination of the low-
temperature oxidation mechanism of coal.

1. INTRODUCTION
Coal is expected to remain the primary source of energy in
China, accounting for approximately 60% of primary energy
consumption by 2030.1−4 To promote the efficient and clean use
of coal, research in the field has emphasized the importance of
studying the mechanisms of oxidative processes in coal.5−7

Before, during, and after mining, oxidation occurs in all coals,
leading to significant changes in their physical and chemical
properties.8,9 These changes include a decrease in the natural
hydrophobicity of the coal grain surface, an increase in
hydrophilicity, and a significant reduction in flammability. The
processing properties of the coal are also affected, with a decline
in the calorific value, thermal efficiency, and adhesiveness.10−13

Such changes can result in the waste of coal resources and
serious economic losses. Moreover, in certain conditions, the
accumulation of heat can lead to spontaneous combustion,
causing harm to the environment and human health.14,15 Fires in
sealed coal storage spaces or underground mining mines, as well
as chain-triggered gas explosions, can have catastrophic

consequences.16−18 Therefore, understanding the mechanism
of low-temperature oxidation on coal is desirable.

Although the low-temperature oxidation of coal has been
extensively studied,19,20 the mechanism of this multi-stage
oxidation reaction is complex.21−23 Currently, modern physical
analysis techniques, such as Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and
X-ray diffraction (XRD), are used to quantify the changes in
functional groups in coal during different oxidation stages.24−26

In the process of low-temperature oxidation of coal, the
functional groups containing oxygen atoms (such as phenolic
hydroxyl, carboxyl, ketone, and ether bonds) undergo significant
changes. By measuring the content of the functional groups
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containing oxygen in coal, the changes that occur in coal during
the oxidation process can be quantified.27−29 Coal is a
chemically complex high molecular weight compound com-
posed of multiple chemical bonds and functional groups.
Therefore, it has multiple components and a hierarchical
structure.30−33 Observing the structural characteristics of coal
can be achieved using high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).34−37 Among them, HRTEM is a high-resolution
electron microscope based on transmission and diffraction
electron beams, which can obtain the line image of aromatic
lattice fringes in coal and directly reflect the atomic-level lattice
information in coal structure.38,39

The use of HRTEM to observe and describe the morphology
of aromatic lattice fringes has been extensively applied in coal.
For example, Li et al.40 used HRTEM to observe and analyze the
structural evolution of aromatic lattice fringes during coal-to-
graphite conversion; Yang et al.41 investigate the structural
changes of aromatic lattice fringes during the low-temperature
pyrolysis of Xinjiang anthracite; while Chen et al.42 charac-
terized the genesis of aromatic clusters and graphite-like
structures in thermally modified coal. However, studies on the
influence of oxidative degree on the morphology, structure, and
lattice parameters of non-caking coal from a mesoscopic
perspective are still limited. the extraction, calculation, and
statistical analysis of aromatic lattice fringes in HRTEM images
are prerequisites for quantitative analysis of coal structure
parameters.43−45 Manual extraction (using ArcGIS software)
and automatic extraction (using MATLAB software) are two
main tools for extracting aromatic lattice fringes in coal.46,47

Manual extraction is time-consuming and involves significant
human intervention, while automatic extraction using software
programs is simple and quick, but the accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This research integrated the above two methods to
further improve the accuracy of identifying and extracting
aromatic lattice fringes.

In this study, the aromatic lattice fringes of coal with different
oxidation levels were analyzed using HRTEM images, and two
extraction methods were adopted to characterize their arrange-
ment and spatial scale distribution. The process quantification
by which the coal aromatic structure changes with oxidation
level. The length, angle, tortuosity, morphological distribution,
layer spacing, and stacking height of the coal aromatic lattice
fringes were investigated and compared with the crystal
structure information obtained from XRD. Meanwhile, SEM
was utilized to analyze the coal’s microstructure, and FTIR tests
were used to analyze the changes in surface functional group
content of coals with different levels of oxidation. This study
provides a deeper insight into the structure-property-behavior
relationships of coals with different degrees of oxidation, and
offers support and reference for further research on the
microscopic mechanisms and performance of low-temperature
coal oxidation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Sample. The sample was taken from the 10# coal seam

in the Hebaopian mining area of the Hedong coalfield (Shanxi,
China), with the regional stratigraphic column and sampling
stratum shown in Figure 1. According to the National Standard
of the People’s Republic of China (Classification of Coal) GB/T
5751-2009, the coal sample belongs to the non-stick coal (code
BN) in the bituminous coal series. After crushing and sieving,

the samples were selected to have a particle size of 200 mesh
(0.074 mm).

The purpose of the study was to investigate the morphology
and structural evolution of the aromatic fringes of coal with
different degrees of low temperature oxidation. Therefore, 15
and 30 wt % H2O2 solutions were used to oxidize the coal
particles.48,49 By mixing 20 g of acid-washed coal particles with
100 mL of an aqueous H2O2 solution in a conical flask at room
temperature for 24 h, the solution is vacuum filtered, then dried
at 105 °C for 6 h and sealed for storage. The unoxidized coal is
named PC; the oxidized coal treated with a 15% H2O2 solution is
named OC15; and the oxidized coal treated with a 30% H2O2
solution is named OC30. The results of the elemental analysis of
the raw and oxidized coal are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Experimental Tests and Methods. 2.2.1. HRTEM.
This examination employed a FEI Talos F200S transmission
electron microscope (TEM) to conduct high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) experiments, operating
at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV, with a point resolution of
0.19 nm and a lattice resolution of 0.14 nm. Three coal samples
with different degrees of oxidation (PC, OC15, and OC30) were
prepared, and 0.05 g of each sample was sonicated in ethanol for
30 min before being sprayed onto a copper mesh microgrid. The
edge portion of the HRTEM image was selected for analysis to
reduce the influence of thickness on aggregated lattice fringes
and enhance the accuracy of the analysis.

2.2.2. HRTEM Lattice Fringe Extraction Methods. The
ArcGIS software performs a vectorization operation on the
HRTEM image, extracting the aromatic lattice fringes through
manually drawn lines. The extraction principle is to find the start
and end points of the raster fringes and draw a fold line along the
geometric center. Color differentiation was based on the

Figure 1. Location of the Hebaopian mining area, regional stratigraphic
column, and sampling level.

Table 1. Elemental Analysis of Three Coal Samples

elemental analysis (wt %, d.m.m.f.)

sample C H O N S

PC 75.46 3.62 14.99 1.38 0.79
OC15 73.15 3.68 17.26 1.31 0.60
OC30 70.26 3.63 20.47 1.25 0.68
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classification method proposed by Mathews et al.50,51 The

length, angle, and tortuosity of the aromatic fringes were

quantitatively assessed with a Python script embedded in

ArcGIS. Pre-processing of HRTEM images requires the use of

Photoshop and digital micrographic software.

A MATLAB application designer based on digital morphol-
ogy and image recognition algorithms has been written by the
authors to automate the processing of HRTEM images of coal.
Based on the basic MATLAB image processing techniques
(contrast enhancement, grayscale transformation, denoising
filtering, Gaussian blurring, forward and inverse Fourier

Figure 2. MATLAB App program interface runtime diagram.

Figure 3. Correspondence of relations (HRTEM images-aromatic fringes-aromatic lamellae structure).
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changes, binarization, and skeleton extraction), a multi-stage
edge detection algorithm proposed by John Canny is introduced
to further eliminate noise from adjacent isolated points, smooth
the image contours, and improve the precision of aromatic
streak recognition.52 The detection of aromatic fringes is
achieved by a computer vision recognition system. When the
distance to the object is unknown, the concept of scale is
implemented to achieve the calculation of a given unit of
measurement and pixel scale, as well as the computer vision
localization of aromatic fringes. By calculating the minimum
outer rectangle of the aromatic fringes, structural parameters
such as the length and angle of the aromatic lamellar skeleton in
the coal can be obtained. The MATLAB program is shown in
Figure 2.

2.2.3. XRD. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) were performed
with a Panalytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer. Cu Kα is used
as the X-ray source with λ = 1.54056 Å. Coal samples with 0.1 g
of uniform particles of 200 mesh or more were scanned from 5 to
90° at a speed of 2°/min over a scanning range of 2θ. The XRD
spectra are resolved for overlapping peaks in Origin software,
and microcrystalline structure parameters are obtained. The
XRD tests are compared with the image processing results of
HRTEM for validation.

2.2.4. SEM. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) tests were
performed using TESCAN MIRA LMS SEM, and 10 mg of each
dried coal powder was directly glued to a conductive glue stick
for testing. The micromorphological characteristics of the
oxidized coal particles were examined.

2.2.5. FTIR. The surface functional group content of the coal
samples was determined using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS20
Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer from Thermo
Fisher Scientific. Powder samples weighing 15 mg each were
analyzed within the wavelength range of 4000−400 cm−1. Before
the analysis, the water content of the samples was removed using

the KBr method to minimize interference. OMNIC software was
utilized for spectral calibration and data processing aimed at
increasing the accuracy and reliability of the data obtained.

2.3. Aromatic Fringe Analysis Parameters. Hexagonal
and parallelogram structures are often considered reasonable
assumptions to represent the structure of coal aromatic units,
while the projection length is considered to be an approximation
as to the diameter of the aromatic sheet.38,53 According to the
parallelogram structure hypothesis for polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons proposed by Van Niekerk and Mathews,54

aromatic fringes are classified and attributed based on length
elements, as shown in Figure 3. The aromatic laminar
distribution is quantified according to the Louw method,55

which assesses the effect of coal oxidation on the aromatic
laminar structure by assessing the length of the aromatic fringes,
thus extending the assessment information from 2D (aromatic
fringes) to 3D (aromatic laminar).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Fringe Length Distributions. Figure 4 shows the

pseudo-color fringes in the HRTEM micrographs, with three
distinct areas selected for image processing of each coal sample.
From Figure 4, it is clear that the larger the size of the aromatic
fringes, the smaller their number and distribution range; the
number of medium (0.59−0.99 nm) and long (1.00−2.49 nm)
fringes in the coal reduces significantly with the increase in
oxidation. Three measurements of each coal sample are averaged
by standard deviation, and the proportion of aromatic lattice
streak lengths for the coals is shown in Table 2. In the three coals
with different levels of oxidation, the lattice fringes consist
mainly of aromatic rings close to the size of naphthalene (0.30−
0.54 nm), with 41.6% for PC, 51.5% for OC15, and 56.7% for
OC30. The number of naphthalene aromatic rings rises with the

Figure 4. Aromatic fringes length distribution.

Table 2. Percentage of Aromatic Fringes Length (ArcGIS vs MATLAB)

sample PC OC15 OC30

size (%) ArcGIS MATLAB ArcGIS MATLAB ArcGIS MATLAB

naphthalene 41.6 42.1 51.5 50.9 56.7 55.7
2 × 2 20.6 20.5 19.7 19.9 19.7 17.6
3 × 3 21.7 21.4 16.7 17.3 15.9 16.4
4 × 4 7.2 7.7 5.6 5.9 4.1 4.6
5 × 5 3.7 3.6 2.9 2.5 1.9 2.6
6 × 6 2.2 2.1 1.5 1.5 0.7 1.4
7 × 7 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1 0.6 0.9
8 × 8 1.5 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.8
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degree of oxidation. Furthermore, the proportion of 2 × 2
aromatic rings (0.55−0.74 nm) in PC is 20.6%, which is slightly
lower than the proportion of 3 × 3 aromatic rings (0.75−1.14
nm) (21.7%), in contrast to the situation in OC15 and OC30.

Meanwhile, the total number of 4 × 4, 5 × 5, 6 × 6, 7 × 7 and 8
× 8 aromatic rings accounted for 16.1% of the PC and only 12.1
and 7.7% of the OC15 and OC30, respectively. These values
indicate that the changes in the length of the aromatic lattice
fringes at lower temperatures are mainly related to the oxidation
of H2O2, where the larger sized aromatic rings are broken down
by H2O2 into smaller sized aromatic ring structures, oxidizing
the R−OH and R−O−R bonds in the coals to produce groups
such as −COOH and R-OH, and the weak non-covalent bonds
in the coals are broken, generating more macromolecular
fragments. The further percentage increase in the number of
smaller-sized aromatic rings shows that the continuing break-
down and oxidation of the large aromatic ring structures in the
coal will be exacerbated by the deepening oxidation.

3.2. Fringe Orientation. The distribution of the angular
orientation of the fringes is an important index of the structural

stability of coal macromolecules.56 The linear angular values of
the fringes are extracted to quantify the orientation of the
aromatic lamellae and to observe the impact of the degree of
oxidation on them. It can be seen from the rose diagram in
Figure 5 that the angular orientation of the fringes in the PC that
is not oxidized with H2O2 is much more regular, the aromatic
fringes are preferentially distributed between 0, 180, and 90−
120°, and there is an obvious orderly orientation arrangement of
the aromatic ring structure.

As a low to moderately altered bituminous coal that was
considerably oxidized in the early stages of coal formation, the
aromatic ring systems are shorter in size and form a less intense
interaction of ordered aromatic systems than higher-order coals
such as anthracite, therefore showing a more regular and orderly
arrangement near the edges of the HRTEM images, where the
aromatic fringes start to appear disordered in the interior of the
HRTEM images. In OC15, the orientation of the aromatic
fringes is mostly in the range of 0−90°; however, in OC30, the
distribution of the aromatic fringes has a broader spread

Figure 5. Rose diagram of the distribution of aromatic fringes.
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compared with OC15, covering essentially 0−180° and showing
a disorderly nature.

This situation reflects the constant movement of aromatic
fragments released from the destruction of larger aromatic rings

Figure 6. Percentage tortuosity of nine groups of coal samples.

Figure 7. Length and tortuosity correlation for nine groups of coal samples.
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during the oxidation of coal at low temperatures and the
reversible reaction of non-covalent bonds leading to the
continuous rotation and deformation of smaller aromatic rings
to form lower-free-energy stacked pose conformations. Gradu-
ally, the preferred orientation of the aromatic structure becomes
more disordered and disorganized with increasing oxidation.

3.3. Fringe Tortuousness. The tortuosity of the aromatic
fringes is the ratio of the fringes’ length to the linear distance
between its two endpoints and reflects the horizontal fluctuation
or tortuosity (non-linearity) of the single aromatic layer, The
average tortuosity represents the linearity of the overall aromatic
layer segment in the HRTEM image of the coal.57 As shown in
Figure 6, the relative number of aromatic fringes decreases with
the increase in tortuosity for all coal samples. The three groups

of coal samples in PC have the highest proportion of aromatic
fringes with tortuosity between 1.00 and 1.10, while the six
groups of coal samples in OC15 and OC30 have tortuosity
mostly between 1.10 and 1.20. Calculating the average values for
the same type of coal samples indicated that the percentage of
tortuosity between 1.00 and 1.10 consisted of PC (32.29%),
OC15 (27.09%), and OC30 (22.66%). The closer the average
tortuosity is to 1, the better the overall linearity of the aromatic
layer is. PC shows a better overall linearity of the aromatic layer,
while the linear relationship between the concentrations of
OC15 and OC30 decrease as oxidation increases. This means
that the tortuosity of the aromatic layer increases as oxidation
deepens, transforming into a more non-linear lamellar structure.

Figure 8. (A) Types of aromatic fringes accumulation and distribution in HRTEM; (B) Morphological distribution of nine groups of coal samples.

Figure 9. Measurement of aromatic fringe layer spacing and stacking height for coal samples.
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This is attributed to the reduction in aromatic size, resulting in a
weaker attraction between the aromatic lamellar systems.

Figure 7 shows the correlation between the length (X-axis)
and tortuosity (Y-axis) of the aromatic fringes; most of the
curved fringes in the nine groups of coal samples lie inside the
range of the triangular box. The analysis of the data points within
the triangular box shows that the tortuosity tends to decrease as
the length increases, with some of the shorter fringes having
greater tortuosity while most of the longer fringes having less
tortuosity. It suggests that short fringes are the main component
of curved fringes in the three different levels of oxidized coal.
Calculating the average of the triangular box slope for the same
type of coal samples, the following linear slope data are obtained:
PC (−0.4721), OC15 (−0.3544), and OC30 (−0.2789). The
slope decreases as the degree of oxidation increases, but the

tortuosity of the aromatic fringes of the same length increases
instead. It indicates that although the medium and long fringes
are continuously destroyed during the oxidation of the coal, a
large number of short fringes still continue to be destroyed into
smaller aromatic rings, and these short aromatic ring structures
continue to be oxidized to produce various acidic groups.

3.4. Fringe Morphological Distribution. In the aromatic
lattice fringes system of coal, most of the fringes are distributed
in clusters or discrete states.46 As an example, the HRTEM
image (OC15-3) in Figure 8A shows the morphological
distribution of aromatic lattice fringes in coal between
unoxidized and deeply oxidized. The more common fringes
morphologies are T-shaped dislocations, Y-shaped dislocations,
and spiral fringes. Observation of Figure 8B reveals that spiral
fringes dislocations are widely distributed in the PC coal samples

Figure 10. Comparison of aromatic fringe layer spacing (a) and stacking height (b).

Figure 11. XRD-fitted profiles of PC, OC15, and OC30 coal samples.
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and parts of the OC15 coal samples, rarely in the OC30 coal
samples, mostly between medium (0.59−0.99 nm) and long
(1.00−2.49 nm) fringes. In contrast, T and Y dislocation
stacking geometries are distributed across all coal samples and
more widely in oxidized coals OC15 and OC30, mainly in the
short fringes (0.59 nm). It is also clear that the aggregate
distribution of fringes becomes more obvious with increased
oxidation.

3.5. Fringe Layer Spacing and Stacking Height. Parallel
aromatic lamellae spacing and stacking heights are determined
with digital micrographs and ArcGIS software. Figure 9
illustrates the measurements of the aromatic lamellae spacing
in different areas of different coal samples. In Figure 10a, it can
be seen that the aromatic lamellae spacing in the coal sample
decreases as the degree of oxidation increases. Layer spacing
values can be calculated by taking the average of samples from
the same type of coal. PC (0.57 nm), OC15 (0.37 nm), and
OC30 (0.33 nm). In Figure 10b, it is shown that the stacking
height of the lattice fringes in the coal samples decreases with
increasing oxidation. The greater the degree of oxidation, the
more unevenly distributed the aromatic lattice fringes are found
to be, showing very poor stacking characteristics. Similarly,
lattice fringes stacking height values are obtained by calculating
average values for coal samples of the same type. PC (1.8042
nm), OC15 (1.4971 nm), and OC30 (1.2946 nm).

Such a phenomenon demonstrates that during the oxidation
of coal, the aromatic ring structure is continuously disrupted,
and the aromatic fringes keep collapsing and condensing with
each other. The longer aromatic layers contain more sp2

hybridized carbon than the shorter ones, and their adjacent
carbon and hydrogen atom orbitals overlap co-planarly to form
σ-bonds.58 Each hybridized p-orbital is parallel and overlaps to
form dense polyaromatic planes. The larger dense polycyclic
structure provides a larger off-domain space for electrons, thus
providing the opportunity for increased π−π stacking between
aromatic systems.59,60 However, π−π stacking effects between
aromatic systems are existent but weak because the non-stick
coal itself is a low-order bituminous coal. During the process of
successive oxidation of coals, the decomposition of medium-
length fringes into short fringes and the virtual absence of π−π
interactions, which are predominantly present between the long
fringes, lead to a gradual shift from a small number of coplanar-
parallel (intercalated and parallel-displaced) stacking config-
urations to Y and T-shaped stacking geometries in the coals.
This may be the principal reason for the reduction in layer
spacing and stacking height in oxidized coals.

3.6. XRD vs HRTEM Results. Because of the non-
homogeneous nature of coal, the aromatic part of the coal
structure is capable of exhibiting crystalline anisotropy, and X-
ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the methods employed to
describe the structure of coal in its aggregated state.61−63 The
figure for 2θ on 5−35 and 35−50° is fitted to the split peaks as
shown in Figure 11. The microcrystalline structures of three
coals with different degrees of oxidation are analyzed: aromatic
layer spacing (d002), aromatic layer stacking height (Lc),
aromatic layer ductility (La), and number of stacked layers
(Nave). According to the Bragg and Scherer equations,64 the

Figure 12. Comparison of XRD and HRTEM data (d002, Lc, La, and Nave).
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characteristic structural parameters of the coals have been
obtained as follows

=d /2 sin002 002 (1)

=L K / cosc 1 002 002 (2)

=L K / cosa 2 10 10 (3)

=N L d/ave c 002 (4)

where: d002 is the crystal plane spacing corresponding to peak
002 (nm); θ002 and θ10 are the Bragg angles (°) corresponding to
the peak positions of peaks 002 and 10; λ is the X-ray wavelength
(nm); β002 and β10 are the half-peak width values (rad) of bands
002 and 10; K1 and K2 are the microcrystal shape factors, K1 =
0.94 and K2 = 1.84. The d002 and Lc in HRTEM are the lattice
fringes layer spacing and stacking height measured in 3.5,
respectively, and La is the weighted average of the aromatic
fringes’ lengths.

The XRD and HRTEM processing results shown in Figure 12
indicate that most of the structural parameters are relatively
compatible, and this is reflected in the layer spacing of the
aromatic ring layers (d002), the effective stacking height of the
aromatic ring layers (Lc), and the number of stacking layers
(Nave). The significant difference in ductility (La) testing
between the aromatic seams is mainly attributed to the large
difference in testing principles between the two tests: XRD
reflects average information about the coal structure, whereas

HRTEM testing reflects localized areas of the coal structure. The
superiority of HRTEM compared to XRD is that the highly
averaging effects of various structural parameters such as spacing
d, crystallite size Lc, and crystallite diameter La are avoided.65

Overall, the results of XRD and HRTEM are found to be
relatively close, verifying the reliability and authenticity of the
HRTEM processing results.

3.7. SEM Analysis. By using SEM to examine the
morphological characteristics of the raw coal and coal samples
treated with different levels of oxidation, a magnification of
2000x was used. As shown in the SEM image in Figure 13, the
number of pores, cracks and tiny fragments on the surface of the
raw coal was low. As the degree of oxidation deepened, a large
number of pores and fragments were produced on the surface of
OC15 and OC30, and the increased concentration of H2O2
caused more obvious damage to the surface morphology of the
coal. the large number of pore structures produced on the
surface of the oxidized coal provided a channel for further
penetration of the oxidant. the SEM results strongly validated
the data from the previous analysis, visually demonstrating the
microstructural effects caused by oxidation on the coal surface.

3.8. FTIR Analysis. Figure 14 shows the infrared spectra of
the PC, OC15, and OC30 coal samples. It can be seen from the
figure that the three coal samples show similar absorption bands
and characteristic absorption peaks, but the infrared spectral
transmittance of the coal samples has changed because of the
different degrees of oxidation. With increasing oxidation, the
hydroxyl absorption of the coal samples near 3413 cm−1 is

Figure 13. SEM images of coal samples before and after oxidation.

Figure 14. FTIR spectra of PC, OC15, and OC30 coal samples.
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decreasing, probably because the phenolic and alcohol hydroxyl
groups are oxidized and broken into carboxylic acid groups or
CO2 and CO molecules, as supported by the enhancement of
CO2 and CO absorption near 2498 cm−1. The IR transmittance
of the C�C stretching vibration peak near 1594 cm−1 decreases
slightly with oxidation, indicating that the aromatic ring is more
stable and less susceptible to being oxidized. 2922 and 2848
cm−1 show decreasing transmittance of the methyl and
methylene asymmetric stretching vibration peaks, reflecting
the reduction of aliphatic and cycloalkanes after oxidation under
H2O2. The content of C−O groups such as ether bonds near
1220 cm−1 is not dramatically changed, which is associated with
the high stability of C−O groups like ether bonds. The carbonyl
absorption near 1597 cm−1 is obviously increased, possibly
under the action of H2O2 where C−O−C is broken down or
carboxyl groups are formed directly. The FTIR results are similar
to those from most researchers and support the feasibility and
accuracy of the work in the previous section.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we quantified the morphology and
structural parameters of differently low-temperature oxidized
non-caking coal at mesoscopic scale using HRTEM. We
investigated the effect of oxidation on the aromatic lattice stripe
arrangement of coal, which enriches the current knowledge of
the structural evolution of coal under low-temperature
oxidation. Based on our findings, we draw the following
conclusion:

1. As the degree of coal oxidation increases, the amount of
oxygen-containing functional groups increases. Simulta-
neously, the longer fringes of the coal break into smaller
sizes through oxidation. The aromatic ring structure also
disassembles and condenses, and the acidic groups
accelerate the migration and twisting of the aromatic
system. This results in the reduction of the π−π stacking
interactions between the aromatic systems and causes the
distribution of aromatic fringes to become more
disordered and disorganized.

2. HRTEM images of the three types of coal samples show
that short fringes (<0.59 nm) are always the main part of
the aromatic composition structure of the non-stick coal
before and after oxidation. Moreover, the percentage of
aromatic ring structures with naphthalene (0.30−0.54
nm), 2 × 2 aromatic rings (0.55−0.74 nm), and 3 × 3
aromatic rings (0.74−1.14 nm) as the main units
increased with increasing oxidation. The percentage
reached 83.9% in PC, 87.9% in OC15, and 92.3% in
OC30.

3. As the degree of oxidation deepens, the strip dislocation
content of the aromatic structure reduces, and the T and
Y-shaped dislocation content rises; most of the fringes
gradually change from a discrete distribution state to a
cluster distribution state, and the arrangement of the
aromatic fringes turns from orderly to disorderly; Angular
changes in the orientation distribution increase, and
change from bipolar to multipolar; The tortuosity
continuously diminishes as the strip length increases,
and in the coals under different degrees of oxidation, the
tortuosity of the aromatic fringes of the same length also
varies, showing an alignment pattern of PC < OC15 <
OC30.

4. There is little difference in the obtained information on
the length, angle, and tortuosity of the aromatic lattice
fringes between the two statistical methods of ArcGIS and
MATLAB, which further clarifies the authenticity and
accuracy of the experimental data. The MATLAB App
program written by the authors greatly reduces the
workload and improves efficiency.

5. Analyzing the microcrystalline structure parameters (d002,
Lc, La, and Nave) of three coals with different degrees of
oxidation via X-ray diffraction (XRD), the experimental
results are mostly close to the HRTEM processed data,
indicating the accuracy of the combination of the various
methods used. However, in the comparison of the average
diameter of the aromatic lamellae (La), the HRTEM test
results are significantly different from XRD, illustrating
that differences in testing principles can have an impact on
the experimental results.

Combined with characterization tools such as SEM and FTIR,
surface microstructure, property and reactive group changes
before and after coal oxidation are obtained, which can better
assist in illustrating the microscopic change mechanism of coal
oxidation at low temperatures.
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